SEDED203 Eat Right & Get Moving
Students learn how to coordinate good eating habits with the right amount and type of physical activity into their college experience. Mobley, Tue. 9am-12pm, meets 9/21-11/16

SEDED211 Emerging Technologies in Education
Use wikis, blogs, social book marking, photo sharing sites, and podcasting to evaluate your own learning and to create educational materials in this engaging 2-credit evening course. Slate, Tues. 5-6:30pm, meets entire semester

SEDED212 Intro. to Positive Psychology
Learn about the psychological aspects of living a fulfilling life and build related skills for teaching, coaching, leadership, and/or counseling. Baltzell, Mon. 5:30-8:30pm, meets 9/13-10/25

SEDED214 Educating Global Citizens
Explore conflict resolution by studying current global events and teaching Boston-area high school students the ‘experiential education’ approach to successful mediation. Habert, Wed. 11am-12:30pm

SEDED217 Miseducation of Black Boys
Examining the systematic problems facing black male students, the various studies that have been conducted and the solutions suggested as the best ways to educate black males. Mobley, Wed. 3-6pm, meets 9/15-10/27

SEDED225* Project Citizen: Promoting Civic Engagement
Apply a model of active citizen engagement to analyze and influence a current public policy of their choice. Examine how teachers apply that model in schools to promote active and informed citizenship. White, Wed. 6-8:30pm, meets 9/16-11/11

SEDED226* Teaching Matters: Current Issues in Education
Explore the challenges and promises of teaching in public schools: violence in schools, character/civic education, the achievement gap, No Child Left Behind, MCAS, censorship, and children’s literature. Bryson, Thu. 5-7:00pm

SEDED231 Tutoring Readers and Writers
This course is intended for those who are outside the profession of education (e.g. parents, community workers, non-SED students) to support children and adults who find learning to read and write difficult. The course will provide an introduction to the types of texts and teaching strategies that make a difference. Krol-Sinclair, Wed. 7:15-8:45, ILP Tutors Only

SEDPE 250 Community Leadership Through Youth Sport Coaching
Enables students to understand the roles and responsibilities of the youth sport coach and basic coaching skills through coaching theory and practical involvement in a community sport organization. Shea, Wed. 5:30-7:00pm

*Recommended for those students considering Teach for America.

ENHANCE YOUR BU EDUCATION.
Visit www.bu.edu/sed to find out more about how the School of Education can introduce you to becoming an educator.